Abstract. Based on the intensives study of semantic similarity algorithms and artificial neural networks knowledge, a generalized regression neural network semantic similarity algorithm is proposed. Training samples are obtained by extracting the principal component of semantic similarity influence factors; the desired spread factor and best training sample sets are gotten by crossvalidation and recursive optimization; a generalized regression neural network is established with these supports. Experiment comparison and analysis verify that, the result of semantic similarity algorithm based on generalized regression neural network is more accurate than that of existing algorithms.
Introduction
Semantic web provides great technologies to overcome the limitation of the internet, solves many interoperability application problems and produces the best possible results [1] . Machine understanding of text has acquired great interest in the research community in order to enable information extraction [2] , text categorization [3] , semantic annotation or anonymisation of documents [4, 5] . Semantic similarity, considered as the measure between two concepts [6] , is the foundational technology of machine understanding, and many semantic similarity computational models have been proposed. Cao et al. considered the influence factors of semantic distance, information content, property, hierarchical sequence, depth information, and semantic coincidence degree between concepts, and proposed a semantic similarity algorithm based on the way of weight description [7] ; Thabet summarized existing methods, concluded the semantic similarity algorithms to four categories, and evaluate them [8] ; Elavarasi et al. further discussed the various available semantic similarity algorithms, and they regarded introducing more influence factors was conducive to improve the accuracy of semantic similarity algorithms [9] .
At present most algorithms analyzed and described a variety of semantic similarity influence factors; they gave different weights to the influence factor description formulas, so as to get the desired results. Different from the previous research, this paper presents a semantic similarity algorithm based on generalized regression neural network (GRNN). The algorithm takes the principal component of semantic similarity influence factors as artificial neural network training samples. According to the GRNN adopted, algorithm is rational designed; cross-validation and recursive optimization are implemented, so the trained neural network owns good robustness and applicability. In this paper, a new solution is provided for semantic similarity calculation between concepts; meanwhile it promotes the exploration and application of neural network technology in the semantic web time.
Generalized Regression Neural Network
As a variant form of Radial Basic Function neural networks, the generalized regression neural network possesses strong nonlinear approximation capability, good fault tolerance and robustness. It can achieve satisfactory results even though there is fewer sample data, and It is composed of input layer, patter layer, summation layer and output layer, as shown in Fig. 1 
Fig. 1 Generalized regression neural network structure

Semantic Similarity Algorithm Based on Generalized Regression Neural Network
According to the neural networks described in last section, algorithm is rationally designed to ensure that the neural network can get satisfactory results. Algorithm synthetically considers various factors affecting the semantic similarity computation; principal components extraction, cross-validation, recursive optimization and other processes are adopted to establish and train generalized regression neural network, for the semantic similarity computing between concepts. There are three main parts, and the detailed algorithm process is shown in Figure 2 Fig. 2 GRNN semantic similarity algorithm process Sample preparing. Selecting the correct neural network experimental sets is the premise to compute semantic similarity between concepts. Based on the influence factors analysis and description in reference [7] , this algorithm mainly considers five influence factors, that is semantic distance, information content, property, hierarchical sequence and semantic coincidence degree; some factors' description formulas are improved, which make them accord with human subjective judgment better. After obtaining the neural network experimental sets by influence factors analysis and description, the algorithm extracts their principal components; it determines the number of principal components by Scree Test Criterion, and makes up the training sample sets of the principal components determined.
Recursive optimization. The training sample sets are divided into N repellent subsets, according to sample size. A new repellent subset is chosen as the test subset in each round of cross-validation; and the rest N-1 repellent subsets are training subsets. Spread factor is set to a fixed range of values; algorithm traverses this range with a constant step length in each round of cross-validation, and obtains the output at each spread factor. With N rounds of cross-validation, it ensures that all the repellent subsets have been the test subset. An objective function is set as the evaluation criterion of spread factor. The factor, who can achieve the optimum value of objective function, is the desired spread factor; meanwhile, the training subsets and test subset in this round of cross-validation are the best training sample sets.
GRNN semantic similarity computation. Based on the desired spread factor gotten from recursive optimization in last part, a general regression neural network is established; and it is trained by the best training sample sets. With regard to the semantic similarity computing between concepts, the first step is to get all the influence factor values of target concepts, by means of description formulas; and their principal components are extracted as the input data. As the neural network has already been trained by the best training sample sets, semantic similarity results can be gotten by the GRNN computation easily.
Experimental results
The experiments were realized with Matlab and run under the experimental environment: Intel Pentium IV 3.0 GHz CPU, 1 GB RAM and Windows XP operating system. Experimental description. Experimental objects were the ontology and property descriptions of Common Crops in China [10] . 42 groups of representative concepts were chosen as the experimental sets, including 32 groups training experimental sets and 10 groups testing experimental sets. On the basis of GRNN semantic similarity algorithm in last section, three or four principal components were extracted from the training experimental sets (denoted by 3PC or 4PC algorithm). The extracted principal components were identified as training sample sets, and the training sample sets were divided into four repellent subsets. The range of spread factor value was from 0.1 to 2, the step length is 0.1. With 4 rounds, different subset was chosen as the test subset of cross-validation to get the desired spread factor. On the basis of above, a generalized regression neural network was established to compute semantic similarity. Lin's algorithm [11] was chosen in the comparison experiments, as it ran compatibly and steadily in much different ontology. The Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) and Correlation coefficient were algorithm evaluation criterions. 101 independent experiments were carried out, and the experimental results as shown in the Lin-Correl -0.9899 -Number 1 recorded the RMSE of 50 independent experiments using semantic similarity algorithm based on GRNN; the Correlation coefficients were recorded by Number 2,and three principal components were extracted in these experiments. Number 3 and 4 respectively recorded the RMSE and Correlation coefficients of 50 independent experiments using semantic similarity algorithm based on GRNN; four principal components were extracted in these experiments. Number 5 and 6 respectively recorded the RMSE and Correlation coefficient of 1 independent experiment; Lin's algorithm was run in this experiment.
Experimental results and analysis. In GRNN experiments, three basic statistics of RMSE and Correlation coefficients were recorded in Table 1 Number 1~4, with the table head"best, average and worst". It was necessary to note that Lin's algorithm relied on the specific formula, so the RMSE and Correlation coefficient were determinate; As repeated expreriments were unnecessary, 1 independent experiment was carried out; the RMSE and Correlation coefficient results were record in Table 1 Number 5 and 6, with the table head"averaget".
According to the experimental results, for RMSE coefficients, all the results gotten from GRNN semantic similarity algorithm proposed in this article were superior to that of Lin's; the results of 3PC algorithm were better than that of 4PC algorithm. for Correlation coefficients, the average values obtained from algorithm in this article were superior to that of Lin's; although the best values of 3PC algorithm were inferior to that of 4PC algorithm, at the aspect of average and worst vaule, 3PC algorithm is better than 4PC algorithm. On the whole, with regrad to this experimental objects, semantic similarity algorithm based on GRNN achieved better results than Lin's and it was better to extract three principal components under the same experimental conditions.
Conclusions
This article presents semantic similarity algorithm based on generalized regression neural network. Experimental results and analysis show that, compared with the existing algorithms, this algorithm gets better results. It contributes to solving practical problems with the support of semantic similarity. More objects will be chosen as contrast experiments, and neural network should be optimized the next step
